
     

 expressed in any form or media 
e.g. websites, computer programs,

reports, manuals, photographs, films,
audio, performance.

 

Is it a product or process that is
novel (not known to the public)?

 
Does it  involve in inventive feature
(provides advantages over similar

technology)? 
 
 

Keep the information secret, e.g.
using NDAs and confidentiality

clauses in agreements

TRADE SECRET COPYRIGHTTRADE MARK DESIGN RIGHTS

Is the information more than
general knowledge? Does it have

commercial value?
 

Do you take measures to keep it a
secret?

 

Is the design novel (not known to
the public)? 

 
Can you say the design elements are

not purely functional?
 

Is the brand unique (i.e. not generic
or descriptive)? 

 
Is the brand used by anyone else in

the same or similar industry?
 

YesYes Yes Yes Yes

N
o

Apply for registration of trade
mark in respect of relevant

goods/services

10 years + renewal

Low - Easy

that is valuable
e.g. business processes, customer

info, financial info, strategies,
formula, recipes, raw data

 

Pure Ideas

Ideas alone cannot be protected until expressed or recorded in a way that allows them to fall under specific categories of IP. 

Use multiple types of protections to further protect your idea!

Make your ideas valuable for you and your business by protecting them!

Confidential informationOriginal works
 of a physical object

e.g. shape, configuration or pattern
of an article

 

Design
e.g. words, phrases, logo, or a

combination of these that identify
your particular service or product

Unique brand
 of functionality or process 

e.g. product, method, machine,
article, manufacturing process or

composition 
 

Novel invention

What do you want to
protect?

Protecting your ideas as intellectual property 

How to protect

Duration

Protection Level 

Registration Cost - Effort

Tips

Example

If not, consider other
protection measures or

meeting these requirements
for protection. 

Valid as long as info kept secret

N/A - measures to keep secret
required

The Google Search Algorithm,
KFC's original recipe

Automatic once expressed or
fixed – no registration required 

Up to 50 years

N/A - good records required

Is the work original (not copied)?
 

Is the fixed or expressed in writing
or other material form? 

 

Disney character drawings, movies
and music

Apply for registration of design for
specific articles 

Up to 15 years

Medium  - Moderate

Apple's iPhone design

You cannot prevent reverse
engineering of trade secrets

You can only enforce trade secrets
against those bound by

confidentiality

Use the © symbol to help remind
others of your claim 

Keep good records when you
create, sell or license the work 

Watch your timing – don’t go
public with your design before

filing your application

Use the ™ symbol before
registration. After registration you

can use the ® symbol. 

Apply for a patent for the invention
 

Up to 20 years

High - Complex

Watch your timing – don’t go public
with your invention before filing

your application

Bluetooth technology, GPS tracking
system

PATENT

Strong 
exclusively license and use trade
mark in your industry or license. 

Limited 
prevent those bound by

confidentiality from
misappropriating

Moderate 
exclusively copy, show,

communicate, adapt work - 
Does not protect underlying idea,

only the expression

Moderate/Strong
exclusively manufacture, sell,

license, import specified articles
embodying the design. Registered
form of copyright with monopoly

Strong 
exclusively manufacture, sell,
license, import and use the

patented produce or process. 
 

The brands Nike, Amazon
McDonalds

Disclaimer: This publication should not be construed as legal advice. It is necessarily brief and general in nature. Please seek professional advice before taking any action in relation to the matters discussed in this publication.


